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Abstract11

Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease is rapidly emerging as the leading global cause of chronic liver12

disease. Efficient disease management requires low-cost, noninvasive techniques for diagnosing hep-13

atic steatosis accurately. Here we propose quantifying liver speed-of-sound (SoS) with computed US14

tomography in echo mode (CUTE), a newly developed US imaging modality adapted to clinical pulse-15

echo systems. CUTE reconstructs the spatial distribution of SoS by measuring local echo phase shifts16

when probing tissue at different steering angles in transmission and reception. This first-in-human17

phase II study shows that liver CUTE-SoS estimates correlate strongly (r = −0.84, p = 8.27 · 10−13)18

with controlled attenuation parameter values, a commonly used tool for assessing liver steatosis, and19

have 90.9% (95% confidence interval: 84 - 100%) sensitivity and 95.5% (81 - 100%) specificity for20

differentiating normal and significantly steatotic livers. Because CUTE offers the same flexibility as21

conventional US imaging, it can be readily extended to other clinical applications, establishing it as22

a new quantitative add-on to diagnostic US.23

Introduction24

Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is currently the most prevalent type of chronic liver disease,25

with an estimated number of one billion affected individuals worldwide [1, 2, 3]. NAFLD is characterized26

by steatosis, namely the accumulation of fat in the liver, and its aggressive form (non-alcoholic steato-27

hepatitis) may progress to liver fibrosis, cirrhosis, and eventually hepatocellular carcinoma [4]. Early28

diagnosis of hepatic steatosis is crucial to prevent the development of advanced disease stages. In this29

regard, liver biopsy and magnetic resonance (MR) are the gold standards, although both become inef-30

ficient and inadequate for large-scale screening that the increasing prevalence of NAFLD requires [5].31

Developing cost-effective non-invasive diagnostic methods is therefore a high clinical and research priority.32

Ultrasound (US) imaging systems possess essential qualities to tackle the challenges of screening for33

NAFLD. They are safe, relatively inexpensive, readily available in most clinical facilities, and provide34

real-time feedback. In fact, US is commonly employed to assess hepatic steatosis by analyzing features35

in conventional gray-scale B-mode images such as the echo intensity, distribution, and contrast [6, 7].36

Unfortunately, these parameters are qualitative, and their assessment strongly depends on the expertise37

of the sonographer [8]. Such subjective evaluation makes the sensitivity of conventional US particularly38

poor (60.9%-65%) for low-grade hepatic steatosis (≤ 20% fat content) [9, 10, 6].39

Quantitative indicators of steatosis are indispensable to improving the sensitivity and diagnostic accuracy40

of US. The fat accumulation alters the liver composition and, consequently, its acoustic and mechanical41
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properties, which we can quantify from US radio-frequency signals. For example, the energy loss or42

attenuation that US waves undergo during their propagation through the liver increases in the presence43

of fat [11] and can be used as an indicator of steatosis. With this idea in mind, the controlled attenuation44

parameter (CAP) has been developed using vibration-controlled transient elastography on FibroScan45

equipment (Echosens, Paris, France) [12]. CAP estimates the average US attenuation in a cylindrical46

volume of the liver of approximately 1 cm diameter at 25-65 mm depth using 3.5 MHz M probes (or47

at 35–75 mm depth with 2.5 MHz XL probes) [13] and shows significant correlations with histological48

steatosis grades (Spearman correlation coefficient: 0.81, p < 10−16) [14, 15, 12]. Despite emerging as a49

widely used non-invasive diagnostic tool, CAP measurements depend substantially on covariates such as50

aetiology, diabetes status, or body mass index, bringing concerns about its diagnostic performance [16,51

17].52

Quantifying other tissue properties sensitive to composition could complement CAP measurements to53

improve its diagnostic ability. A promising candidate is the propagation velocity of longitudinal US54

waves in tissue, referred to as the speed of sound (SoS), which decreases considerably with fat con-55

tent [18, 19, 20]. A recent clinical study in a population with different grades of steatosis has shown56

encouraging results with excellent correlations between average liver SoS estimates and MR-based fat-57

fraction measurements [21]. However, these average SoS measurements do not capture the intrinsic58

tissue heterogeneity and require a manual correction with assumed values of the SoS distribution in59

the abdominal wall [19, 22], making them prone to biases. This limitation can be efficiently overcome60

with tomography techniques that directly reconstruct the spatial distribution of tissue SoS in the field of61

view of US images. For this purpose, we have developed the computed ultrasound tomography in echo62

mode (CUTE) technique, which allows us to image tissue SoS using conventional hand-held pulse-echo63

US systems [23, 24, 25, 26]. CUTE reconstructs the spatial distribution of tissue SoS by measuring64

local echo phase shifts caused by SoS heterogeneities when probing tissue at different steering angles65

in transmission and reception (Fig. 1). This is practically equivalent to having a virtual receiver that66

measures time delays between specific wave-propagation paths at every spatial location. So far, CUTE67

has proven excellent in retrieving correct SoS values with approximately 10 m/s contrast resolution in68

tissue-mimicking phantoms [27], opening up the prospect of quantitative non-invasive diagnosis with SoS69

imaging.70

This study investigates the performance of CUTE-based liver SoS estimates (CUTE-SoS) for diagnosing71

hepatic steatosis in a single-center, investigator-initiated, cross-sectional, first-in-human phase II clinical72

study. Specifically, we focus on evaluating the ability of CUTE-SoS to differentiate normal livers from73

those diagnosed with significant or severe steatosis (≥33% fat content) using CAP measurements as a74

reference (cut-off ≥280 dB/m [17]). For this, we use the SuperSonic® MACH® 30 US system with C6-1X75

probe (Hologic® - Supersonic Imagine®, Aix en Provence, France) to collect US radio-frequency signals76

and develop a fully-integrated convex-probe CUTE implementation to reconstruct SoS (see Methods for77

further details).78

Results79

Study participants80

In this study, we evaluated the liver of 44 participants, of which 22 had significant or severe steatosis81

confirmed with conventional US B-mode images and CAP. Their median (range) age and body mass82

index were 37 (24 - 77) years and 26 (19 - 38) kg/m2, respectively. Participants with significant or severe83

liver steatosis were older (mean 47 years vs. 34 years, p = 0.002) and more obese (30 kg/m2 vs. 2384

kg/m2, p = 2.8 · 10−10) than their healthy counterparts (Table 1).85

Reference standard CAP measurements86

Fatty liver patients were recruited at a regular screening visit if their CAP values measured with the87

Fibroscan system either with M or XL probe exceeded 280 dB/m. For consistency, CAP measurements88
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Figure 1: Computed ultrasound tomography in echo mode (CUTE) workflow. a Tissue is insonified by
sequentially transmitting a set of wavefronts with varying steering angles. We use delay-and-sum beam-
forming and coherent compounding on the recorded radio-frequency signals to reconstruct synthetically
focused and steered ultrasound images for transmit (Tx) angles ranging from −55◦ to 55◦ relative to the
axial direction. Orange downwards-pointing arrows indicate the orientation of these Tx wavefronts. b

We combine all these images to form a conventional echo-intensity B-mode image. c For CUTE, each
image in a is decomposed via spatial frequency filtering into a set of images corresponding to different
receive (Rx) steering angles (orange upwards-pointing arrows). These images are characterized by the
mid angle (Mid) between Tx and Rx angles (dashed orange lines). Tx-Rx angle pairs with identical
mid-angle provide well-correlated images. d We extract the spatial distribution of echo phase shifts from
such well-correlated image pairs. We obtain a phase-shift map per mid angle and Tx-Rx angle differ-
ence (Diff). e Tissue speed of sound (SoS) is estimated from phase-shift maps solving a linear inverse
problem. f The result is displayed together with the B-mode image in the SuperSonic® MACH® 30
ultrasound system. Although CUTE uses complex radio-frequency images in steps a and c, here we show
echo-intensity images for illustrative purposes.

for this study were acquired in a second visit, right before US data acquisition for CUTE-SoS. Although89

all patients had CAP ≥ 280 dB/m at the time of recruitment, one patient showed values below this90

threshold in the second visit (267 dB/m, Supplementary Table 1). Still, the patient was included in91

the study because feature analysis in conventional US B-mode images confirmed significant steatosis.92

The median of ten CAP measurements per participant ranged from 267 dB/m to 394 dB/m and from93

160 dB/m to 238 dB/m for steatotic and normal livers, respectively (mean 333 dB/m vs. 195 dB/m,94

p = 7.16 · 10−09, Table 1).95

CUTE-SoS images96

US radio-frequency signals were acquired by a physician blinded to CUTE-SoS images to avoid biases.97

From a total of 220 acquisitions (five per patient), three resulted in empty datasets (1.4%), probably due98

to a systemic failure in the data storage process. Acquired radio-frequency signals were then used by a99

researcher blinded to characteristics of participants and CAP values to reconstruct CUTE-SoS images100

and extract liver SoS.101

Fig. 2 shows examples of B-mode and CUTE-SoS images in a normal and steatotic liver (all images in102

Supplementary Fig. 1). The two types of images display different tissue properties with complementary103
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Table 1: Characteristics of study population.

Healthy Steatotic

n = 22 n = 22

Age (years)
Mean (SD) 34 (10) 47 (15)
Min, max 24, 58 24, 77

Sex-n
Female (%) 14 (63.6) 6 (27.3)
Male (%) 8 (34.4) 16 (72.7)

Weight (kg)
Mean (SD) 70 (12) 94 (16)
Min, max 50, 99 65, 124

BMI (kg/m2)
Mean (SD) 23 (2) 30 (4)
Min, max 19, 28 25, 38

CAP (dB/m)
Mean (SD) 195 (26) 333 (28)
Min, max 160, 238 267, 394

BMI body mass index

CAP controlled attenuation parameter

Normal liver (CAPmedian = 171 dB/m)

AW

ROI

L

Steatotic liver (CAPmedian = 331 dB/m)

AW

L

a b

0-50 50

10

30

50

(mm)

(m
m

)

70

SoS (m/s) 165014000 Intensity (dB) 60

Figure 2: Example images of ultrasound B-mode and CUTE speed of sound in a normal and steatotic
liver. a, b Echo intensity (left column) and speed-of-sound (SoS) distribution (right column) in a
steatotic and normal liver with median controlled attenuation parameter (CAP) values of 331 dB/m and
171 dB/m, respectively. In each case, we show images corresponding to three distinct data acquisitions
(rows) to illustrate the repeatability of CUTE-SoS and the correspondence between structures in B-mode
and CUTE-SoS images. The first row in b shows an example of the manually selected region of interest
(ROI) with blood vessels (dark areas) excluded, from which we extracted the mean liver SoS value. AW:
abdominal wall; L: liver.
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physiological and structural information. Reconstructed CUTE-SoS images show excellent axial resolu-104

tion, capturing the SoS distribution of the abdominal wall and liver. The axial resolution is particularly105

high in the shallowest region, as suggested by the spatial correspondence between the reconstructed sub-106

cutaneous fat-intercostal muscle interface (low and high SoS, respectively) in B-mode and CUTE-SoS107

images (Fig. 2a). In contrast, the liver capsule generally appears more diffused, probably caused by tissue108

composition and architecture complexity of the abdominal wall region. This intercostal space contains109

muscles, connective tissues, fat inclusions, and highly reflective interfaces, which may introduce rever-110

beration artifacts similar to those observed in elastography [28], resulting in unreasonable SoS values111

within approximately the first 10 mm below the liver capsule. In the liver, fat accumulation reduces SoS112

values; thus, reconstructed SoS is generally lower in steatotic livers than in normal ones. In some cases,113

we observe large blood vessels that appear anechoic (dark) in B-mode images (Fig. 2b). Measured echo114

phase shifts within these regions are unreliable [29] and may generate SoS artifacts inside and around115

the vessels (e.g., the lower SoS area on top of the blood vessels in Fig. 2b).116

Liver SoS117

We extracted mean liver SoS values and corresponding standard deviations (Supplementary Table 1)118

by manually selecting regions of interest (ROI) that exclude the first 10 mm below the liver capsule119

and areas surrounding large blood vessels with approximately 5 mm extension to avoid reconstruction120

artifacts (Fig. 2b and Supplementary Fig. 1). The reliability of repeated mean SoS measurements121

(Supplementary Table 2) was excellent, with the intraclass correlation coefficient ranging between 0.95122

and 0.98 (p = 4.08 · 10−58). Whereas patients with liver steatosis had significantly larger CAP values123

than healthy individuals (Fig. 3a), their mean liver SoS values were significantly lower (1543 m/s vs.124

1584 m/s, p = 4.08 · 10−08), ranging from 1520 m/s to 1571 m/s and from 1551 m/s to 1608 m/s125

for steatotic and normal livers, respectively (Fig. 3b). CAP and SoS values were therefore negatively126

and significantly correlated (r = −0.84, p = 8.27 · 10−13) (Fig. 3c), meaning that both parameters are127

sensitive to variations in tissue composition. The mean variability of SoS within the ROI did not reveal128

any significant difference between the two groups (p = 0.21), ranging from 6 m/s to 13 m/s for steatotic129

livers and from 7 m/s to 13 m/s for normal ones (Supplementary Table 2). The average standard130

deviation was 10 m/s, in agreement with the contrast resolution observed in previous works [27].131

The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis showed excellent diagnostic performance of132

CUTE-SoS for identifying significant steatosis in the liver (Fig. 3d), with an area under the curve (AUC)133

of 0.97 (95% confidence interval (CI): 0.93 - 1.0). The optimum SoS cute-off was 1567 m/s (95% CI:134

1558 - 1573 m/s), which had a sensitivity of 90.9% (95% CI: 84 - 100%) and specificity of 95.5% (95%135

CI: 81 - 100%) for identifying patients with liver steatosis.136

Discussion137

This first-in-human phase II study demonstrates that CUTE-SoS is an excellent quantitative biomarker138

for diagnosing significant liver steatosis non-invasively. CUTE is a newly developed US imaging modality139

capable of reconstructing the spatial distribution of tissue SoS using conventional handheld pulse-echo140

systems. It can thus be easily implemented in clinical US systems complementing other well-established141

modalities such as echo-intensity B-mode imaging, Doppler flow imaging, and US elastography. CUTE142

images allow efficient quantification of liver SoS by manually selecting a ROI within the organ guided by143

B-mode images to avoid reverberation and blood-vessel artifacts, offering a flexible diagnostic tool for144

physicians.145

In this first clinical evaluation of CUTE technology, we use CAP measurements as the reference stan-146

dard for differentiating normal and significantly steatotic livers, for which CAP shows particularly good147

diagnostic performance [15]. We observe a very strong inverse correlation between CUTE-SoS and CAP148

values, consistent with the fact that US waves propagate slower and attenuate more in tissue with in-149

creased fat content. Consequently, CUTE-SoS shows high sensitivity (90.9%) and specificity (95.5%) for150

distinguishing the two cohorts with a threshold SoS value of 1567 m/s. The seemingly reduced discrimi-151

nating power of CUTE-SoS compared to CAP in Figs. 3a and 3b does not necessarily indicate an inferior152
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Figure 3: Diagnostic performance of CUTE speed of sound. a Distribution of controlled attenuation pa-
rameter (CAP) and (b) speed-of-sound (SoS) values in normal (n = 22) and steatotic (n = 22) livers. Box
boundaries represent the first and third quartiles, the line across the box shows the median, and whiskers
indicate the minimum and maximum values excluding outliers (values beyond 1.5× inter-quartile range).
The significance of differences between distributions is assessed with two-tailed Mann-Whitney U test,
where **** refers to p < 0.0001. c Correlation between CAP and SoS values using Pearson’s r coef-
ficient. d Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve representing true-positive rates (sensitivity)
against false-positive rates (1 − specificity) of predicting steatotic versus normal livers based on SoS
values. The diagonal line indicates random prediction. The confidence interval (CI) is computed with
bootstrapping, illustrated as different realizations of ROC curves in gray. AUC: Area under the curve.

diagnostic accuracy. CAP itself is expected to show some uncertainty in correctly discriminating normal153

vs. significantly steatotic livers. However, here we use it as the reference standard, and an artificially154

perfect diagnostic performance compared to CUTE is expected. To assess the full extent of the clinical155

utility of CUTE, a comparison with Dixon MR imaging, the reference imaging method for quantifying156

hepatic steatosis, may be more appropriate than CAP. Future studies will focus on this comparison to157

analyze the ability of CUTE to grade steatosis and monitor changes over time.158

Although the accuracy of absolute CUTE-SoS values is difficult to evaluate without knowing the ground159

truth values, liver CUTE-SoS estimates are in excellent agreement with SoS measurements in excised160

human livers reported in the literature. For normal livers, reported values range from 1560 m/s to 1607161

m/s [30, 31, 32], whereas CUTE-SoS values in this study range from 1551 m/s to 1608 m/s. These values162

decrease in steatotic livers, where the minimum reported SoS value is 1522 m/s [30] compared to the163

1520 m/s that we estimate. This consistency suggests that CUTE can estimate the correct liver SoS164

value, which is key to quantifying the fat content in the liver non-invasively [21, 33].165

The diagnostic potential of SoS for quantifying hepatic steatosis was recently observed in a pilot study by166

Dioguardi Burgio et al. [21]. For study cohorts considered in our work, they obtained an AUC ranging167

from 0.91 to 1.0, slightly worse than in our case (0.93 - 1.0). Their method, however, only provides168

an average liver SoS estimate and requires a manual correction of the subcutaneous layer thickness169

with assumed SoS values to avoid biases [19, 22]. Furthermore, the US acquisition needs to carefully170

avoid the presence of large hepatic vessels and place the probe parallel to the liver capsule [21]. In171

comparison, CUTE is more efficient and provides a complete picture of the tissue composition through172
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spatially resolved SoS images. This information is crucial to extend the clinical use of CUTE beyond173

the assessment of hepatic steatosis and honor the versatility of US imaging modalities. For instance,174

in liver applications, CUTE-SoS images can help identify focal liver lesions such as liver adenomas and175

hepatocellular carcinoma. In principle, CUTE can image any organ accessible to pulse-echo US, and176

its clinical applications may also extend to breast cancer diagnosis [34, 35, 36] or the assessment of177

musculoskeletal disorders [37, 20], where SoS has already proven to be clinically relevant. Furthermore,178

CUTE-SoS images can also be used to correct aberrations in conventional B-mode images and improve179

their quality [38].180

We provide preliminary evidence on the clinical value of CUTE in a single-center study with a relatively181

small and homogeneous study population. While being beyond the scope of this study, a larger and more182

diverse population would allow us to analyze the effects, if any, of confounding variables on CUTE-SoS183

estimates. Patients with significant steatosis were identified using indirect measurements to avoid unnec-184

essary biopsies. Hence, uncertainties may exist in their diagnosis, although we expect them to be minimal185

given the expected good diagnostic performance of CAP in the studied cohort. Repeated CUTE-SoS186

measurements showed excellent correlation and agreement between them. However, careful repeatability187

and reproducibility analysis is still needed to understand measurement variability comprehensively.188

In conclusion, CUTE offers a new quantitative imaging modality adapted to clinical US systems with189

high diagnostic value for screening for NAFLD cost-efficiently and non-invasively. It can be routinely190

performed together with the conventional US exploration with no additional cost for the practitioner,191

helping to tackle the high clinical burden that the increasing prevalence of NAFLD involves.192

Methods193

Study design and participants194

This phase II, single-center, prospective, cross-sectional study was conducted at the Department for195

Visceral Surgery and Medicine at the University Hospital of Bern (Inselspital Bern, Switzerland) between196

August 2021 and November 2021. We recruited 22 patients that showed CAP values above 280 dB/m197

(significant or severe steatosis) during a regular screening visit at our center and 22 healthy individuals198

with no history of pre-existing liver conditions. All participants provided written informed consent in199

compliance with the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki and Good Clinical Practice. The study200

was approved by the Bern Cantonal Ethics Committee (ID 2020-03041). Study data were collected and201

managed using REDCap (Research Electronic Data Capture) hosted at the University of Bern [39, 40].202

REDCap is a secure, web-based software platform designed to support data capture for research studies.203

CAP measurements used in the study were acquired in a second visit and were supported with con-204

ventional US exploration to confirm the diagnosis. We collected US radio-frequency signals required205

for CUTE-SoS analysis immediately after the US exploration of each participant. A single physician206

experienced in US performed the data acquisition following a standardized acquisition protocol, with207

participants in the supine position, fasting state, and after at least five minutes of rest. Measurements208

corresponded to the right lobe liver parenchyma in the intercostal space. Although we integrated the209

CUTE-SoS imaging technology into the US system for clinical use, the physician was guided by conven-210

tional B-mode images and blinded to SoS images during the acquisition of US radio-frequency signals.211

These signals were stored in the US system and used for CUTE-SoS reconstructions by a researcher212

blinded to characteristics of participants and CAP values.213

CAP measurements214

Wemeasured CAP values using the FibroScan 502 Touch (Echosens, Paris, France) transient elastography215

system with either the M or XL probe, which is automatically suggested by the device depending on the216

skin-to-capsule distance. The system provided the median (in dB/m) and inter-quantile range of a total217

of ten valid CAP measurements.218
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Ultrasound system219

The conventional US exploration and the data acquisition for CUTE-SoS imaging were performed using220

the SuperSonic® MACH® 30 US system (Hologic® - Supersonic Imagine®, Aix en Provence, France)221

with the C6-1X convex probe. It has a center frequency of 3.46 MHz, a curvature radius of 60.34 mm,222

and 192 transducer elements with 0.336 mm pitch size. We used a Matlab-based framework (R2020b,223

MathWorks Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, USA) on a host computer to set up the parameters defining the224

scan sequence of ultrasound transmission and signal reception. Loading of these parameters to the US225

system, triggering execution of the scan sequence, and raw data transfer back to the host computer was226

done via Ethernet connection. A dedicated graphical user interface was created on the host computer227

to visualize simultaneously the echo-intensity B-mode and CUTE-SoS images reconstructed from the228

transferred data using a Matlab implementation of the CUTE software. This data transfer and image229

reconstruction took approximately 20 seconds per acquisition. Since the physician collecting US radio-230

frequency signals was guided by conventional B-mode images and blinded to SoS images, we stored the231

data on the computer for an off-line SoS reconstruction. Five acquisitions were taken per participant.232

CUTE-SoS imaging233

We transmitted sequentially 81 defocused wavefronts following a linear time delay law with steering angles234

relative to the aperture surface normal ranging from −40◦ to 40◦ with 1◦ angle step. This linear delay law235

was equivalent to the one required for transmitting plane waves using linear probes [26] and generates236

therefore divergent waves in convex probes. We collected complex radio-frequency signals (analytic237

signals) at every transducer element for each transmit angle and reconstructed the corresponding complex238

radio-frequency images using delay-and-sum beamforming with assumed constant tissue SoS of 1555 m/s239

(Fig. 1a). The images were synthetically focused on transmission using coherent compounding to reduce240

clutter and to transform them to a set of images with transmit angles relative to the axial direction241

ranging from −55◦ to 55◦ with 2.5◦ angle step. Each resulting image was again transformed into another242

set of synthetically steered images in reception using spatial frequency domain filtering [25] and the same243

sequence of angles as in transmission (Fig. 1c). In this way, we obtained an image per each angle pair in244

transmission and reception. We determined the spatial distribution of echo phase shifts using zero-lag245

complex cross-correlation between images of successive angle pairs with identical mid angle (Fig. 1d).246

Finally, we related the echo phase shift and tissue SoS at every spatial location assuming straight-ray247

propagation of US waves. The estimation of SoS from echo phase-shift measurements involves an ill-posed248

linear inverse problem; thus, we used zero- and first-order Tikhonov regularization to ensure meaningful249

solutions (Fig. 1e). The reader is referred to [26] for further details about the technical aspects and250

implementation of the method.251

Statistical analysis252

Statistical analysis and visualization were performed using Python (version 3.7.11) with the SciPy (1.6.2),253

Pandas (1.3.1), Seaborn (0.11.2), Pingouin (0.5.1), and Scikit-learn (1.0.1) libraries. Descriptive statistics254

including the mean, median, standard deviation, minimum and maximum values were used to summa-255

rize continuous variables, and frequencies and percentages were used for categorical variables. Here, we256

applied a two-tailed independent t-test to analyze the mean differences between two groups. The non-257

parametric two-sided Mann-Whitney U test was used to analyze the statistical significance of differences258

in distributions of CUTE-SoS and CAP in normal and steatotic livers. The correlation between CAP and259

CUTE-SoS measurements was calculated with the Pearson correlation coefficient. The degree of correla-260

tion and agreement between repeated CUTE-SoS measurements was assessed by the intraclass correlation261

coefficient using two-way random-effects model, average measure, and absolute agreement [41]. Results262

were considered significant for p-values lower than 0.05. The sensitivity and specificity of CUTE-SoS in263

predicting significant steatosis were analyzed using the area under the receiver operating characteristic264

(ROC) curve (AUC), with uncertainties computed by bootstrapping over 1000 realizations. The optimal265

SoS cut-off was determined by maximizing the geometric mean of the sensitivity and specificity.266
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